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Three-dimensional simulations of reversible bimolecular reactions:
The simple target problem

Alexander V. Popova) and Noam Agmonb)

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University,
Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 27 July 2001; accepted 28 August 2001!

We report three-dimensional simulations of the reversible reaction A1B↔C for a single static A
molecule and a uniform initial concentration of noninteracting B-molecules. The results are
compared with various analytic approximations for the time-dependence of the binding probability.
They are in excellent agreement with a recent theory of Sung and Lee@J. Chem. Phys.111, 796
~1999!# for all times and rate parameters. The second-order term in the long-time expansion of this
theory is incorrect, yet it explains an apparent kinetic transition observed when the B-concentration
increases. We also investigate the concentration profiles near the reversible trap. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412609#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bimolecular reactivity is a many-body problem. This h
been recognized early on by Smoluchowski,1 who has ob-
tained the survival probability,Sirr(t), of a static target mol-
ecule, A, surrounded by a uniform concentration of diffusi
B-molecules which annihilate A on contact. In the targ
limit, Smoluchowski’sSirr(t) is the rigorous solution for an
irreversible A1B → C reaction.2–5 This theory has been ap
plied over the years predominantly to fluorescen
quenching,6 but a convincing experimental demonstration f
its initial nonexponential phase has been produced only
cently, for excited-state proton transfer reactions.7,8

When the reaction is reversible

A1B�
kd

ka

C, ~1.1!

such a simple analytic solution is not possible, because
process does not end upon the first binding event. Su
quent dissociation~with a rate coefficientkd) regenerates the
A–B partners at the contact distance, and modifies
B-particle concentration around A. In the last 15 years,
tensive theoretical effort was devoted toward understand
this inherent complexity.9–28 The theoretical endeavor ha
yielded an exact asymptotic solution20,26,27for the A-particle
survival probability,S(t), as well as a host of approximat
theories for its complete time behavior.

Thus far, the analytic theories were tested against o
dimensional Brownian simulations.29–33 These were used to
verify the long-time asymptotics20 and, more recently, to tes
the various approximations.23–25 The so-called multiparticle
kernal~MPK1! theory by Sung and Lee23 was found to be in
close correspondence with the numerical data. Missing w
three dimensional simulations to compare with. Followi
recent preliminary work,34,35 we now report extensive simu
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lation results for the reversible target problem in three
mensions~3D!, both survival probabilities and concentratio
profiles @the latter have not been calculated before, even
one dimension~1D!#. We find that MPK1 reproduces ou
calculations for all times and all kinetic parameters.

II. THEORY

In the simple reversible target problem one consider
single static A-particle of radiusa, surrounded by a uniform
concentration,c0 , of noninteracting point particles, B. Th
latter diffuse with a diffusion constantD. Upon reaching the
contact distance,a, they can associate~with rate coefficient
ka) if A is free ~else,r 5a is reflective!. A bound A–B pair
may, in turn, dissociate to contact~with a rate coefficientkd).
We are interested in the probability that A is unbound
time t, denotedS(t), and in the overall concentration profile
c(r ,t), of the B-particles surrounding it. Ast→`, S(t) ap-
proaches the equilibrium limit

S~`!5kd /l51/~11c0Keq!, ~2.1!

where we have defined

Keq[ka /kd , l[kd1c0ka . ~2.2!

The concentration profile is initially constant,c(r ,0)5c0 . It
is modified nearr 5a by the reaction, but eventually diffu
sion re-establishes spatial uniformity, so thatc(r ,`)5c0 .
We consider the deviation of these functions from their eq
librium limits, DS(t)[S(t)2S(`) and Dc(r ,t)[c(r ,t)
2c0 , respectively.

Following Sung and Lee,23 we summarize the variou
theories in Laplace space,f̃ (s)[*0

` f (t) exp(2st) dt. It is
convenient to write the normalized deviation from equili
rium in the form

DS̃~s!

DS~0!
5

F̃~s!

sF̃~s!1l
, ~2.3!
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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since the different theories assume a particularly revea
form in terms of the functionF̃(s). This function factors out
the diffusion effects in the sense that it contains all
D-dependence and that the simple kinetic limit is obtain
whenF̃(s)51. Therefore, we suggest to call it the ‘‘diffusio
factor function.’’

In addition, Eq.~2.3! is independent of the initial condi
tion, which enters throughDS(0) as follows:

DS~0u* !52kd /l, DS~0ueq!5c0ka /l, ~2.4!

for an A-particle which is initially bound or free, respe
tively.

A. Models

The various theories discussed below are summari
for clarity, in Table I:

~a! The simplest theory is conventional chemic
kinetics,36 where the decay is exponential, exp(2lt), imply-
ing that

F̃~s!51, l5kd1c0ka . ~2.5!

This solution is expected to be exact in the reactio
controlled limit, whenD→`;

~b! for a geminate pair (c050) the problem can be
solved exactly11,37,38~even for finite lifetimes for A and B39!

F̃gem~s!511ka g̃~a,sua!, l5kd . ~2.6a!

Hereg̃(a,sua) is the Green function for free diffusion, star
ing and ending at the contact radius where a reflec
boundary is imposed. In 1D, this function is given b
g̃(a,sua)215AsD, whereas in 3D it is40

g̃~a,sua!215kD ~11AstD!, ~2.6b!

where the diffusion-control rate-constant and time-cons
are defined by

kD[4pDa, tD[a2/D;

~c! the ‘‘linearized superposition approximation
~LSA!10,14,18 assumes the same form forF̃(s) even when
c0.0

F̃LSA~s!5F̃gem~s!, l5kd1c0ka . ~2.7!

TABLE I. Summary of models for reversible binding, Eq.~2.3!.

Model l F̃(s)

chemical kinetics kd1c0ka 1
geminate, LSA kd , kd1c0ka 11ka g̃(a,sua)
irreversible, CA c0ka , kd1c0ka c0ka S̃irr(s;c0)/@12sS̃irr(s;c0)#

LESA kd1c0ka
kd

l
F̃gem(s)1

c0ka

l
F̃gem(s1l)

MPK1 kd1c0ka
kd

l
F̃gem(s)1

c0ka

l
F̃ irr(s;c08)

MPK2 kd1c0ka
kd

l
F̃gem(s)1

c0ka

l
F̃gem(s1l/F̃)
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This model evidently reduces correctly in the geminate lim
and also in the reaction-controlled limit@when kD→` and
g̃(a,sua)→0#, but not in the irreversible limit or at long
times;

~d! in the irreversible case(kd50, DS(0)51), one may
use Eq.~2.3! to write

F̃ irr~s;c0!5
c0ka S̃irr~s;c0!

12sS̃irr~s;c0!
, l5c0ka . ~2.8a!

The irreversible survival probability is given by the Smol
chowski theory1–5

Sirr~ t;c0!5expF2c0E
0

t

kirr~ t8! dt8G , ~2.8b!

which is exact for a static target molecule. The ubiquito
time-dependent rate coefficient is3

kirr~ t !5kD8 F11
ka

kD
FS ka

kD
A t

tD8
D G ,

~2.8c!
s k̃irr~s!5ka /F̃gem~s!,

where we have defined

F~x![exp~x2! erfc~x!. ~2.8d!

Following Szabo,5 primed quantities designate the case
partial reactivity

a85aa, kD8 5akD54pDa8, tD8 5a82/D,

where a[ka /(ka1kD). In the diffusion-control limit,
kD /ka→0, a→1 and the primed quantities becom
unprimed. In the opposite, reaction-control limit (kD /ka

→`), one finds~as expected! that Sirr(t;c0)→exp(2c0kat)
and F̃ irr(s;c0)→1.

This model also reduces correctly in the geminate lim
c0→0. Indeed, in this limit we can Taylor-expand the exp
nent, writing @cf. Eq. ~4.18b! in Ref. 11#: s S̃irr(s;c0)→
@11c0k̃irr(s)#21. Insertingk̃irr(s) from Eq. ~2.8c! and com-
paring with Eq.~2.8a! gives F̃ irr(s;c0)→F̃gem(s);

~e! the ‘‘convolution approximation’’ ~CA!, Eq. ~4.15! of
Ref. 11, implies that the irreversible form forF̃(s) is valid
even whenkd.0, so that

F̃CA~s!5F̃ irr~s;c0!, l5kd1c0ka . ~2.9!

Thus conceptually, the CA relates to the irreversible solut
like the LSA relates to the geminate solution. The CA r
duces correctly in the irreversible and diffusion-control lim
its. Since we have seen thatF̃ irr(s;c0)→F̃gem(s) as c0→0,
the CA reduces correctly also in the geminate limit, but
does not reproduce correctly the long-time limit whenc0

.0;
~f! the linearized ‘‘enhanced superposition approxim

ation’’ ~LESA! is the first theory on our list to produce th
correct long-time asymptotics~see below!.20,21 It may be
written as a linear combination of two geminate solutions

F̃LESA~s!5
kd

l
F̃gem~s!1

c0ka

l
F̃gem~s1l!, ~2.10!
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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where the second one is shifted byl and the coefficients sum
up to unity. It agrees with exact results in all limits~reaction-
control, geminate, long-times!, exceptthe irreversible limit.
As a result it disagrees with the simulations at intermed
times.

B. The Sung–Lee theory

The outcome of the ‘‘Multiparticle kernel’’~MPK! theo-
ries of Sung and Lee23–25 is best appreciated on the bac
ground of the above exposition. The best theory is MPK123

which may be rationalized as follows. Since the irreversi
solution and the CA exhibit better agreement with the sim
lations at intermediate times, it makes sense to perform
linear combination of the geminate and irreversible so
tions, rather than of two geminate solutions as in the LES
Keeping the first term, which accounts for the correct lon
time asymptotics, the MPK1 result may be written as

F̃MPK1~s!5
kd

l
F̃gem~s!1

c0ka

l
F̃ irr~s;c08!. ~2.11a!

The modified concentration appearing in the irreversible p
is given, according to MPK1, by

c085
l

ka
5c01Keq

21. ~2.11b!

It is easy to check that Eq.~2.11a! reduces correctly in
all known limits. Whenc050 ~and, subsequently,l5kd)
one obtainsF̃MPK1(s)5F̃gem(s). When kd50 ~and, subse-
quently, l5c0ka and c085c0) one obtains F̃MPK1(s)
5F̃ irr(s;c0). In the reaction-control limit,F̃ irr(s;c08)→1 and
F̃gem(s)→1, hence alsoF̃MPK1(s)→1.

A second theory, MPK2,24,25 which was found to be
identical ~in 3D! with the elaborate kinetic theory of Yang
Lee, and Shin,22 can be viewed as yet another modification
the LESA result in Eq.~2.10!. Instead of shifting one of the
geminate solutions byl, it is shifted byl/F̃, yielding the
transcendental equation

F̃MPK2~s!5
kd

l
F̃gem~s!1

c0ka

l
F̃gemS s1

l

F̃MPK2~s!
D .

~2.12!

Note that the modified argument can be written also
DS(0)/DS̃MPK2(s), see Eq.~2.3!. This theory appears to b
correct at all limits, except that it gives a slightly upwa
shifted asymptotic amplitude.

In addition to the survival probability, the MPK theorie
provide an expression for the total B-particle concentrat
at contact. Summing Eqs.~14! and ~27! in Ref. 23, one ob-
tains for an initially unbound A

c̃~a,sueq!5
c0

s
2

c0ka

sF̃MPK~s!1l
g̃~a,sua!. ~2.13!

Clearly,c(a,tueq) starts atc0 , develops a dip and eventuall
rises back to its initial value. Indeed, the quantitysc̃(a,sueq)
tends to the same value,c0 , ass goes to either zero or in
finity ( t→` and t→0, respectively!.
Downloaded 14 Nov 2001 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. True versus apparent asymptotic behavior

It is interesting to consider the asymptotic behavior
DS(t)/DS(0), up to second order. The exact results~the
‘‘true asymptotics’’! in one- and three-dimensions are26,27

DS1D~ t !

DS~0!
;

kakd

l2

1

~pDt !1/2
1

2c0ka
3kd

l4

1

pDt
1

B1D

t3/2
1¯,

~2.14a!

DS3D~ t !

DS~0!
;

kakd

l2

1

~4pDt !3/2
1

B3D

t5/2
1¯. ~2.14b!

The 1D result for diffusion on half the line has been obtain
from Eq. ~22! of Ref. 26 by replacingc0 andkd by 2c0 and
2kd , respectively.~Note that the units ofka , @xd#/@ t#, de-
pend on the dimensionality,d). The coefficients of the
second-order terms,B1D andB3D, have not yet been derived

In the Appendix, we obtain the long-time asymptotic e
pansion of the MPK1 results up to second order

DSMPK1
1D ~ t !

DS~0!
;

kakd

l2

1

~pDt !1/2F11~2u02u21/2
2 /l!

1

2lt G ,
~2.15a!

DSMPK1
3D ~ t !

DS~0!
;

kakd

l2

1

~4pDt !3/2F11~2v02ltD!
3

lt G ,
~2.15b!

with un and vn given in Eq. ~A8! there. Thus the leading
term of the MPK1 asymptotics is exact. The next term
exact in the geminate limit, obtained upon settingc050 in
Eq. ~A8!. One finds in this limit thatu051, u21/2

2 /l
5kaKeq/D, v0511ka /kD and, of course,l5kd .

The situation in 1D is peculiar, because~for c0.0! the
true asymptotics of Eq.~2.14a! has the additional 1/t term
which is absent in Eq.~2.15a!. Its coefficient is always posi-
tive, so that approach to thet21/2 behavior is always from
above. The coefficient of the second-order,t2(21d)/2 term,
may be either positive or negative in Eq.~2.15!. It thus may
change sign as a function ofc0 , leading to an apparent tran
sition in the approach to equilibrium. For example, in 3D th
transition occurs when

v05ltD/2. ~2.16!

On one side of the transition the approach is from abo
whereas on the other it is from below thet23/2 line.

III. NUMERICAL METHODS

This section summarizes the numerical algorithm
simulating the reversible target problem in 3D, as describ
briefly in our preliminary report.35

A. Initial conditions

Consider an immovable trap~spherical particle A of ra-
diusa) placed at the origin and surrounded by a large sph
of radius R(0)@a which defines the simulation volume
V(0)54p@R(0)32a3#/3. Given the desired simulation
time, tmax, R(0) is chosen sufficiently large so tha
B-particles placed on the sphere cannot reach their targe
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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during tmax. Thus, to obtain the desired bulk concentrati
c0 , N(0) point-like particles B are initially uniformly dis-
tributed withinV(0) so thatN(0)/V(0)5c0 .

The target molecule, A, may be initially either bound
unbound to one B molecule. Theoretically, this is immater
because of the ‘‘generalized detailed balance condition’’11

12S~ tueq!5cKeqS~ tu* !, ~3.1!

which provides a rigorous connection between these two
tial conditions.17 In practice, we expect better convergence
trajectory averaging in the asymptotic tail ofDS(t) when
this quantity is large. Since, by Eq.~2.3!, DS(t) is propor-
tional toDS(0) given in Eq.~2.4!, it is advantageous to sta
from the initially bound state whenc0Keq,1 and from the
unbound state whenc0Keq.1. We have tested this fo
c0Keq50.25 with two different initial states of the trap.
was found that to obtain the same statistical noise forDS(t)
one should gather about 17 times more trajectories in
case of the initially free trap than for the other initial cond
tion.

B. Dynamic geometry

Clearly, when long simulation times are desired,R(0)
will have to increase~approximately astmax

1/2 ) and with it the
number of particles~approximately astmax

3/2 ).30–33Hence get-
ting an additional order of magnitude in simulation tim
requires a factor of about 103/221'30 in computation time.
This problem clearly prevented the first 3D simulations fro
reaching the asymptotic regime.34 In order to speed-up the
calculation, we shrink the outer sphere with time, accord
to

R~ t !2a5b A2D~ tmax2t !, ~3.2!

whereb has an optimal value around 8.33,35 This condition
ensures that particles located atr .R(t) have a negligible
chance to reach the reaction surface during the remai
time, tmax2t. Hence we reduceN(t) by terminating the tra-
jectory of any particle residing outside the shrinking sphe
In practice, since particlei is propagated with its own ‘‘inner
time’’ @ t in( i ), see below#, we compare its distance wit
R(t in( i )). If this cutoff distance is exceeded, the index
particle i is eliminated from the active-particle index list.

C. Particle motion

The motion of each B particle should mimic thre
dimensional diffusion, under the influence of the reversi
trap that can bind only one B-particle at a time. A partic
that reaches this target can bind with a rate coefficientka .
Subsequently, the trap remains inert (ka50) until the bound
B-particle dissociates with a rate constantkd . Following this
event, either the same~geminate! or another~bulk! particle
may recombine, and the process continues.

In our algorithm, each particle is moved over a time s
t from its old position,r ~the problem is spherical symme
ric, so the azimuthal angle plays no role!, to its new position,
r 8. ~In the present algorithm, it makes no difference whet
particles are moved sequentially or at random!. At our dis-
posal are~pseudo! random numbers,x, evenly distributed in
Downloaded 14 Nov 2001 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the interval@0,1#. We wish to make the most efficient use
these numbers in executing elementary particle moves, w
out sacrificing the computation accuracy. This is achieved
~a! increasing the elementary time step,t, as a function of
the distance,r, from the target, and~b! simplifying the
‘‘Brownian propagator’’ namely, the manipulation of the ra
dom number, with increasingr. These two elements of th
algorithm are described below.

1. Dynamic time step

It is clear that the further a particle is from the center
A, the larger its time step may be, provided that it will n
reach the target in one step. Hence its time step,t, cannot
exceed the value found from the condition

r 2a5b A2Dt. ~3.3!

~As above,b'8). Consequently,t may increase~continu-
ously! with the particle distance,r. In order to implement
this idea, we choose a minimal time step,t0 , and allocate a
spherical shell of radiusr 0 around the spherical target—th
reaction zone—according to Eq.~3.3!. It is convenient to
definet as a whole multiple oft0 , according to

t~r !5t0 max~1,@~r 2a!2/~2Dt0b2!# !, ~3.4!

where@x# denotes the integer part ofx.
Since the particles migrate independently outside of

reaction zone, particle Bi is assigned its own internal time
t in( i ), which is incremented@by t(r )# after its move inde-
pendently of the other particles. AfterN(t) single-particle
moves, the ‘‘real time,’’t, is incremented byt0 . As a result
of this disengaged motion, we have an aggregate of parti
each of them moving in its own space–time until enteri
into the reaction zone. When this occurs, we comparet in( i )
with t @sincet0,t(r ), t in( i )<t#. If they are equal, the par
ticle is moved within the reaction zone; else it waits untit
5t in( i ). This part of the algorithm is demonstrated by t
flow-chart in Fig. 1.

2. Brownian propagators

We adopt the strategy of the earlier 1D simulati
work,29–33 of moving particles with random numbers from
the exact single-particle solution near a reversible trap~our
‘‘Brownian propagator’’!. This allows for continuous step
~no spatial grid is used in our simulations! of varying dura-
tion. A computer-generated uniform random number,x, is
converted to a random number from the Brownian propa
tor by appropriate integration~see below!. For a particle atr
@with its time step t(r )#, the new location,r 85r x , is
uniquely determined by the choice of the Brownian propa
tor and ofx.

The choice of the Brownian propagator depends on
distance from the reversible trap. Particles outside the re
tion zone are not really affected by the possibility of bindi
to A during the time epocht(r ). Thus there is no point in
investing excessive computation time in propagating th
trajectory. As they are essentially freely diffusing particle
the simple Gaussian solution of free diffusion may be used
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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generate their motion. We use three 1D Gaussian numb41

to move such a remote particle along the three canon
directions.

In the reaction zone the Brownian propagator is the
act spherically symmetric, 3D analytical solution of reve
ible geminate recombination obtained by Kim and Shin42

and first invoked in simulation work in Ref. 34. This Gree
function has four components: Two probability densit
p(r 8,tur ) and p(r 8,tu* ) and two probabilities,p(* ,tur )5
12S(tur ) and p(* ,tu* )512S(tu* ). Here r and r 8 denote
the initial and final positions, respectively, whereas* denotes
a bound particle. We sett5t0 , the time step in the inne
zone. In terms of the dimensionless position variables

r[
r 2a

A4Dt0

, r8[
r 82a

A4Dt0

, ~3.5!

the four components are given by42

4prr 8p~r 8,t0ur !

5
1

A4pDt0

$exp@2~r82r!2#1exp@2~r81r!2#%

1(
i 51

3

g i

~g j1g i !~gk1g i !

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !
W~r81r,2g iADt0!,

~3.6a!

p~*, t0ur !5
ka

r kD
(
i 51

3
g i

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !
W~r,2g iADt0!,

~3.6b!

FIG. 1. A flow chart for the portion of the algorithm implementing th
internal time and shrinking sphere concepts.
Downloaded 14 Nov 2001 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
s
al
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-

p~r 8,t0u* !5
kd

r 8 kD
(
i 51

3
g i

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !

3W~r8,2g iADt0!, ~3.6c!

p~*, t0u* !5(
i 51

3
2g i~g j1gk!

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !
F~2g iADt0!. ~3.6d!

The i, j, andk are different numbers from the set$1,2,3%, and
we have defined

W~x,y![exp~2xy1y2! erfc~x1y!. ~3.7!

Thus F(y)5W(0,y). The g i ’s are the roots of the cubic
equation

Da g31D~11ka /kD! g21akd g1kd50. ~3.8!

As in the 1D case,29,30 the ~indefinite! integrals of the
functions in Eq.~3.6! are used to move the particles. It
convenient that these integrals can be perform
analytically.34 Suppose a given particle is to be moved for
durationt0 using a uniform random number, 0,x,1. The
required integral depends on whether this particle is boun
free.

~a! The particle is bound. The particle remains bound
x,p(* ,t0u* ). Otherwise it is released to distancer x , which
is determined from

x54p E
a

r x
p~r ,t0u* !r 2 dr1p~* ,t0u* !

5erf~rx!2
kd

Da (
i 51

3
r x11/g i

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !

3W~rx ,2g iADt0!, ~3.9!

whererx5(r x2a)/A4Dt0;
~b! the particle is free, and at distancer>a from the

center of A. If A is unoccupied, the particle becomes bound
x,p(* ,t0ur ). Otherwise it is moved to distancer x , which
is determined from

x54p E
a

r x
p~r 8,t0ur !r 82 dr81p~* ,t0ur !

5
1

2
@erf~rx1r!1erf~rx2r!#1ADt0

pr 2

3$exp@2~rx1r!2#2exp@2~rx2r!2#%2H~r x ,t0ur !,

~3.10!

where the functionH(r x ,tur ) is given by

H~r x ,tur !5(
i 51

3
r x11/g i

r

~g j1g i !~gk1g i !

~g j2g i !~gk2g i !

3W~rx1r,2g iADt !. ~3.11a!

If, however, the target has another B-particle bound to
then the ka50 limit of Eq. ~3.10! is utilized ~reflective
boundary condition atr 5a). This means thatp(* ,t0ur )
50, and
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FIG. 2. One-dimensional simulation
under the conditions of Fig. 6 in Ref
32, D51, ka51, and kd50.1, and
four different 1D concentrations. Gray
bold lines are present simulations
circles ~for c050.2) are the previous
data ~Ref. 32!, dotted lines are exac
asymptotics, Eq.~2.14a!, up to 1/t.
Dashed lines are MPK1 asymptotics
Eq. ~2.15a!. The inset enlarges part o
the data forc050.02, with the added
dash–dot line representing the leadin
term in the asymptotic expansion.
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H~r x ,tur !5
r x2a

r
exp@2~rx1r!2# F~rx1r1At/tD!,

~3.11b!

with F defined in Eq.~2.8d!.

3. Lookup tables

In order to obtainr x from x, one needs to invert Eqs
~3.9! or ~3.10!. This is a costly operation, if to be performe
every time step. To avoid this, we follow the procedure
Edelstein29,30 of constructing ‘‘lookup tables.’’ These ar
one-dimensional vectors for the functions occurring in th
equations, such as erf(z), W(z,2g iADt), etc. They are cal-
culated once when initiating the program. We typically u
20 000 bins fora<r<r 0 within the reaction zone to repre
sent these vectors. At any given time step,x is compared
with the appropriate linear combination of these vectors@cor-
responding to either Eqs.~3.9! or ~3.10!# to yield the two
flanking values ofr x . To further enhance the accuracy, w
perform linear interpolation between these two values,
yield our final estimate forr x .

IV. RESULTS

The purpose of the present work is to perform detai
three-dimensional simulations of reversible binding in t
simple target limit and compare with the available theor
discussed in Sec. II. To achieve this, in addition to enhanc
the numerical algorithm~Sec. III!, we have constructed
dedicated dual-processor PC cluster. On a 8-PC~16 proces-
sors running at 800 MHz! cluster each simulation takes abo
two weeks, requiring the averaging of 5–30 million trajec
ries~10 000–300 000 particles each!. Since the algorithm de
mands nearly no communication between the proces
~each runs a different bunch of trajectories!, we find the PC-
cluster a cost-effective means for obtaining the desired
Downloaded 14 Nov 2001 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sults. We typically apply a filter to smooth the white noise
the data which otherwise obscures the long-time beha
~cf. inset in Fig. 2 of Ref. 35!.

A. One-dimension

As a test of the present ‘‘shrinking sphere’’ strategy, w
have repeated the 1D simulations of Fig. 6 in Ref. 32.~Natu-
rally, the 3D Brownian propagator was first replaced by t
1D one!. Figure 2 shows our recalculated data, compa
~for c050.2! with the previous calculation.32 The agreement
between the two calculations is very good, except that
present data are smoother. In addition, we show the true
apparent asymptotic behavior, Eqs.~2.14a! with B1D50 and
~2.15a!, respectively. The triangular inset enlarges a port
of the c050.02 calculation. At low magnification, approac
to the limiting t21/2 behavior appears to be from below. Th
enlarged inset shows that the calculation actually crosses
t21/2 line, and converges to it from above, in agreement w
the added positive 1/t term in Eq.~2.14a!.

B. Three-dimensions

The main effort in the present computational work is
generate 3D simulation results spanning a sizeable rang
parameter space. The 3D problem involves five elemen
parameters:a, kd , ka , D, and c0 . Of these, two can be
chosen arbitrarily, as they set the time and length sca
Following Ref. 34, we setka5125a2 andD51. This leaves
us with 3 parameters to be varied,a, kd , andc0 . In Figs. 3
and 4 the concentration is varied~for 2 different values of
kd), in Fig. 5 kd is varied and in Fig. 6 we vary the conta
distance,a. The choice of elementary parameters is summ
rized in Table II, which also gives various derived para
eters, as defined in terms of the elementary parameter
Sec. II.
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8927J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 19, 15 November 2001 Simulations of reversible bimolecular reactions
The cases witha51, c051, and kd55 and 50 were
already reported in Ref. 34. We have previously recalcula
these over a wider time-range,35 and showed that~over the
more limited time range accessed in Ref. 34! the two calcu-
lations are essentially identical. This agreement provided
encouraging test for the simulation results. Here we h
added seven new simulations that together provide a m
extensive sampling of the parameter space.

The upper panel in Figs. 3–6 shows the normalized
viation from equilibrium,DS(t)/DS(0), on a log–logscale.
This quantity starts from unity and decays to zero at equi
rium. The bottom panel shows its logarithmic derivativ
b(t)[2d log DS(t)/d log t. This is the power characterizin
a t2b decay.b(t) thus begins from zero and converges,
long-times, to 3/2. Since numerical differentiation of noi
data is problematic, we have first fitted the results of
upper panels to a high order polynomial which was th
differentiated analytically. This gave the dashed lines in F
5, which are probably reliable up to the minimum inb(t).
The full curves in the bottom panels of all four figures we
obtained from MPK1.

A comparison with the analytical approximations
shown, for example, in Fig. 3, wherec0Keq spans two orders

FIG. 3. Three-dimensional simulations for reversible binding in the tar
limit for various bulk concentrations. Upper panel: The approach
equilibrium ~bold lines—simulation! as compared with four models in Eq
~2.3!. Here D51, ka5125 and other parameters are detailed in Table
Bottom panel: The corresponding logarithmic derivative,b(t)
[2d log DS(t)/d log t, evaluated from the MPK1 approximation. Dash
curves represent the asymptotic behavior of Eq.~2.15b!.
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of magnitude. The various approximations were evalua
numerically. MPK1 was evaluated by first numerical
Laplace transformingSirr(t), then substituting Eq.~2.11a! in
Eq. ~2.3! and inverting the Laplace transform numerical
This procedure is not always stable. MPK2 was evaluated
solving the transcendental equation~2.12! before numeri-
cally Laplace inverting Eq.~2.3!.

The relative merit of the various models can now
judged in comparison with the precise 3D simulations.
expected, the CA is valid only for short–intermediate tim
As in 1D,20 the LESA deteriorates at intermediate times w
increasingc0Keq. Concomitantly, MPK2 becomes worse
long times, since it misses the correct asymptotic amplitu
In contrast, MPK1 appears to agree with our data at all tim
Figure 4 shows how MPK1 and our data converge to
correct t23/2 asymptotics, the 1st term in Eq.~2.14b!, de-
picted by the thin dashed lines. It is interesting that, in t
case, a ‘‘false asymptotics’’ of 1/t develops~thin line! prior
to the final approach to equilibrium.35

The lower panels in Figs. 3 and 6 exemplify the tran
tion in b(t) suggested by Eq.~2.16!. It converges to 3/2 from
above whenltD,2v0 and from below whenltD.2v0

~compare the values in the last two columns of Table II!. v0

was calculated by numerical integration ofSirr(t), Eq. ~A3!,
and we checked that the solution of the transcendental e
tion ~A5b! gives very close results over a wide range

t

.
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for a larger value ofkd .
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concentrations, see Fig. 7. The long-time behavior could
obtained only from MPK1 ~the simulation becomes to
noisy!, and it agrees with the long-time asymptotics given
Eq. ~2.15b!, see dashed lines. A similar transition has be
observed in recent experimental data concerning thepH ef-
fect on excited-state proton-transfer to solvent.43,44

C. Concentration profiles

For the first time in this line of studies, we consider t
concentration profiles,c(r ,t). The circles in Fig. 8 depic
c(a,t) as a function oft, using the parameters of Fig. 4, a
obtained from our simulations by summing up the numbe
particles residing, at timet, in a narrow spherical shell be
tween r 5a and 1.001a. The MPK1 result, Eq.~2.13!, are
shown as bold lines. The agreement with the simulation
again, within the statistical noise.

For one of the three cases depicted in the figurec0

51) we show, in Fig. 9, the time dependence ofc(r ,t) at
different distancesr from the reversible trap. This case
interesting because of the intermediate 1/t behavior ~cf.
straight line in Fig. 4!. The true t23/2 asymptotics is ap-
proached only in the last 0.1% of the data. On a similar ti
scale as the 1/t decay ofDS(t), c(r ,t) appears to approac
its limiting value,c0 , with the same ‘‘false asymptotics’’ o

FIG. 5. Three-dimensional Brownian simulations for reversible binding
the target limit for various values ofkd , see legend of Fig. 3. Thick dashe
curves in the bottom panel were obtained by differentiating the corresp
ing best-fit polynomials for the data in the upper panel.
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1/t ~dashed lines in Fig. 9!. The minimal values of the con
centration at fixedr, c(r ,tmin), correspond to the maxima o
12c(r ,tmin)/c0 shown by the circles, and these also decay
1/t. Finally, we show in Fig. 10 the dependence oftmin on r.
Except for very short times, we find thatr 2a5A4Dtmin

1const. The factor 4 characterizes 2D diffusion, as does
1/t decay. At present we have no indication why the p
asymptotic behavior should appear two-dimensional nor h
general this phenomenon is.

d-

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 3 for a varying contact radius,a.

TABLE II. Values for the parameters characterizing the various simulati
shown in Figs. 3–6. The distance/time units are such thatka5125a2 and
D51.

Figure a2, tD kd c0 c0Keq kD l kSS v0 ltD/2

0.01 0.25 6.25 20.46 9.98 3.125
3 1 5 0.1 2.5 12.57 17.5 27.42 6.384 8.75

1 25 130 55.3 2.595 65

0.2 0.5 75 45.71 8.21 37.5
4 1 50 1 2.5 12.57 175 60.83 4.595 87.5

2 5 300 71.02 3.291 150

5 25 130 55.3 2.595 65
5 1 50 1 2.5 12.57 175 60.83 4.595 87.5

500 0.25 625 84.14 9.055 312.5

0.1 0.25 3.974 62.5 5.64 3.76 3.125
6 1 50 2.5 1 12.57 175 60.83 4.595 87.5

2 5 17.77 300 139.9 4 300
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. A check of the two approxi-
mations for the concentration
dependent steady-state rate-coefficie
of irreversible reactions defined in Eq
~A3!.
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V. CONCLUSION

The present work fills an important gap in the study
reversible diffusion-influenced reactions, by finally produ
ing extensive simulation data in 3D for the simple targ
problem. Although representing the simplest case for rev
ible bimolecular reactions in solution~pseudo-unimolecular
static reversible trap, point particles! there are ample ex
amples for this scenario, from the reversible dissociati
recombination of protons with excited aromatic d
molecules43,44 and up to large-scale biological systems su
as transmitter binding to receptor arrays.45 Since the earlier
1D simulations,29–33 analytic approximations with ever
increasing sophistication have been developed,9–28 which we
set to test in the present work.
Downloaded 14 Nov 2001 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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As the exact problem involves an infinite set of coupl
partial differential~Smoluchowski! equations,17 only limiting
cases could be solved exactly. These involve special lim
for rate coefficients~reaction control,36 irreversible1–5!, con-
centration~the geminate limit11,37,38! and time~the long-time
asymptotics20,26,27!. We have discussed these limits as
means of assessing the range of validity of the various
proximate models. It is interesting that, in spite of the co
plexity of this many-body problem and the intricate theor
ical derivations involved,9–28 the final approximate solution
assume a simple form in terms of the so-called ‘‘diffusi
factor function,’’ F̃(s). The useful approximations, whic
produce correctly both the short- and long-time behavior,
be written as a linear combination of two limiting solution
-
r-
FIG. 8. Transient local B-particle con
centration near the surface of the ta
get, A, from our 3D Brownian simula-
tions ~circles!, as compared with the
MPK1 approximation~gray lines! in
Eq. ~2.13!. Here a51, D51, ka

5125, kd550 andc0 varies as indi-
cated.
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FIG. 9. The simulated transien
B-particle concentrations at variou
distances from the target molecule
Circles indicate the maximal dip in the
local concentration, occurring at time
tmin .
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For example, in the MPK1 theory of Sung and Lee23 F̃(s)
becomes a superposition of the geminate and irreversible
lutions, for a modified concentrationc08 .

In comparison with earlier 1D simulations,29–33 MPK1
was found to be the most accurate approximation.23–25 We
have found here that the same holds also in 3D. The ag
ment with our simulations is almost within the statistic
noise, even for rather large values ofc0Keq. MPK1 works so
well because it reproduces correctly all known limits a
thanks to the judicious choice ofc08 . Nevertheless, it is no
exact. We know this because the 1/t term in the long-time
expansion of the exact 1D solution26 does not appear in th
corresponding expansion of the MPK1 solution.

Nevertheless, the ‘‘apparent’’ asymptotic behavior of t
MPK1 theory~which neglects the 1/t term, and possibly also
additional terms! appears to describe well the observed tim
dependence. It is probably better in 3D, where there is
1/t2 term which was neglected by MPK1. In particular, t

FIG. 10. Distance dependence of thetmin obtained from Fig. 9.
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transition observed as a function of concentration, where
proach to thet23/2 dependency may be either from below
from above, should be a real effect. Indeed, similar behav
has been noted in a recent experimental study of thepH
effect on excited-state proton transfer to solvent.43,44 Based
on this experience, we expect that more accurate upcom
experimentation would demonstrate even more clearly
utility of the present results.

Finally, we note that the onset of thet2d/2 behavior may
be rather slow, particularly in three-dimensions. Prior to t
behavior there may appear a ‘‘false’’ asymptotic regime w
a different power. This is particularly true for largec0Keq,
where theb-function goes through a maximum. We find ev
dence for such false asymptotics not only in the bind
probability, but also in the concentration profiles~calculated
here for the first time!. Thus, amusingly, in practical exper
mental work the apparent transition and ‘‘false’’ asymptot
may prove more useful than the mathematically rigoro
asymptotic expansion.
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APPENDIX: LONG-TIME ASYMPTOTICS FOR MPK1

One can obtain the long-time asymptotic behavior of
MPK1 survival probability from the smalls limit of Eq.
~2.11a!. We present the derivation in one- and thre
dimensions. Consider first the geminate case. For diffus
on the half-line in 1D

F̃gem
1D ~s!511

ka

AsD
. ~A1a!
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In 3D, one finds from Eq.~2.6a! that the first few terms in
the small-s expansion are

F̃gem
3D ~s!;11

ka

kD
@12~tDs!1/21tDs2~tDs!3/21¯#.

~A1b!

For the irreversible case one can write for both dime
sions that

S̃irr~s;c08!;S̃irr~0;c08!2Qs1¯. ~A2!

The first term on the right-hand-side~rhs! is related to the
concentration-dependent ‘‘steady-state~SS! rate constant,’’
kSS(c), customarily defined as

kSS~c!215c S̃irr~0;c!, ~A3!

and evaluated here atc5c08 . The second-term on the rhs o
Eq. ~A2! is the integral,

Q5E
0

`

Sirr~ t;c08! t dt. ~A4!

The SS rate constant has been discussed extensive
the literature. Thus, in 1D forka→` one finds5 kSS(c)
58Dc/p. In 3D, several authors3,5,46–48have suggested a
expansion in terms of the modified ‘‘volume fraction,’’f8
[4pa83c/3, which reads

kSS~c!;kD8 ~11A3f81¯ !. ~A5a!

The primed quantities are for the case of partial reactiv
Szabo has obtained an improved approximation@Eq. ~4.19!
in Ref. 5# by applying a self-consistent condition tokirr of
Eq. ~2.8c!. This leads to the transcendental equation

kSS~c!5ka /F̃gem~ckSS~c!!. ~A5b!

Inserting the above results into Eq.~2.8a!, one obtains
the small-s expansion, in both dimensions, as

F̃ irr~s;c08!/l;S̃irr~s;c08!@11s S̃irr~s;c08!#

;S̃irr~0;c08!1@S̃irr~0;c08!22Q#s. ~A6!

Inserting Eqs.~A1! and ~A6! into Eq. ~2.11a! gives

F̃MPK1
1D ~s!;u21/2s21/21u01u1 s1¯, ~A7a!

F̃MPK1
3D ~s!;v02v1/2~tDs!1/21v1 tDs2v1/2~tDs!3/2

1¯ ~A7b!

where we have defined

u0[
kd

l
1

c0 ka

c08 kSS~c08!
, v0[

kakd

l kD8
1

c0 ka

c08 kSS~c08!
, ~A8a!

u21/2[
kakd

lAD
, v1/2[

kakd

l kD
, ~A8b!

u1[c0ka@S̃irr~0;c08!22Q#,
~A8c!

v1[v1/21c0ka@S̃irr~0;c08!22Q#/tD .
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In terms of the survival probability in Eq.~2.3! we subse-
quently obtain

l DS̃MPK1
1D ~s!

DS~0!
;

u21/2

As
1S u02

u21/2
2

l D
1

u21/2
2 22l u0

l2
u21/2As1¯, ~A9a!

l DS̃MPK1
3D ~s!

DS~0!
;v02v1/2~tDs!1/21S v12

v0
2

ltD
D tDs

1v1/2S 2v0

ltD
21D ~tDs!3/21¯. ~A9b!

Upon inversion, only the noninteger powers of the Lapla
variables contribute, and one obtains the long-time expa
sion given in Eqs.~2.15!.
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